
#Boost employee efficiency
Zero manual effort in data entry: Processes large volumes of documents in
different formats at the same time. Fetches invoices from multiple sources,
and also handle handwritten invoices

#Cost efficient 
Manpower costs and costly mistakes due to manual errors like tax non-
compliance vanish. Setup effort is negligible as Staple doesnʼt require
templates or rules. It knows what to pick and learns down the line

#Enterprise Grade
Staple can handle large volumes and multinational complexities, along with
features like SSO and RBAC for streamlined access control. It meets stringent
security standards like SOC2 Type 2 and offers robust audit trail functionality

Singapore origin Global customer base High growth 

hello@staple.io

TRUSTED BY MARKET LEADERSCONQUER THE PINNACLE

WHY CHOOSE US?

Accuracy in 
data extraction
after validation

This not only ensures high precision in data extraction but
also enhances the tool's accuracy over time, learning from
each interaction made by the user

Staple AI is an enterprise-grade, AI-driven Intelligent Document Processor (AIDP), that extracts data 
from documents from any source and integrates it into business systems, all in < 30 seconds.

Templates, 
rules or coding

languages can 
be translated

Avg. data 
extraction time

increase in
productivity

AI: SELF LEARNING CAPABILITY

SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS

#Match documents 
Match up to 10 documents at a time on a single screen and
identify the mismatches in a click. Eg. match purchase orders
(PO), goods receipt/ delivery note, and sales invoice

#Best-in-class UI and UX
Suitable for seamless day-to-day activities 

www.staple.io+6586725221REACHOUT TO US HERE:

Zero 100% 190+

15 9xs

Our company is using another OCR tool that
struggles to recognize "dot-matrix"
documents, however, it worked perfectly with
Staple at almost 100% accuracy.

TESTIMONIALS
THAT SPEAK

VOLUMES
-Regional IT Manager, Global FMCG Brand

Onboarding new document types is quick, with no-code tools
and pre-trained models. Staple is a robust, user-friendly
platform for efficient data extraction from semi-structured
documents.

-Digital Innovation Director, Global Health and Life Insurer


